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Message from
The Honourable
Jake Epp

original contains
color illustrations-

canadas commitment to fusion research
and development is solid and suited to our
country's particular needs. It reflects our
policy of diversifying our resources so as to
maintain access 10 the energy supplies
required to achieve our long-term economic,
societal and environmental goals. As part o\
Canada's wide-ranging program ol'Knergy
Research and Development kPKRD\ the
lederal government, in concert with
industry and the provinces, supports a
national fusion program, oi which the
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project
jCKFTF* is a cornerstone.

A key element ol the Canadian program is
participation in international fusion
activities. This provides access to leading
edge international knowledge while
fostering the development ol scientific and
industrial expertise at home.

Canada's contribution to the advancement
of fusion science and technology is
internationally recognized and appreciated,
and CFFTP has been essential to that
contribution in such key areas as fusion
fuels and fusion engineering technologies.

CFFTP has also worked closely in
partnership with Canadian industry, paving
the way lor international contracts for
fusion-related products and services.
CFFTP's research and its access to
international research also shows promise
lor important technology spinolls in non-
fusion areas which Canadian industry can
exploit.

I am pleased to note that CFFTP's unique
approach to R&D cooperation and
technology transfer has helped to position
Canadian industry1 to take full advantage of
commercialized fusion, while bringing the
whole country nearer to the use of a clean
and powerful new source of energy.

Message from
The Honourable
Allan Pilkey
•.I'lhi/'l^ MirtiStt't tV lndlL<HY.

Prosperity through cost effective energy
development will be of most value if it is
achieved through harmony with the
environment. Fusion power is one long term
energy option that has the potential to
assist this goal.

Through scientific and technical co-
operation. many developed countries
around the world are contributing to fusion
research and technology. By pooling their
knowledge, expertise, and funding, they
are improving the chances of realizing an
energy option that requires international
collaboration.

Through the work ol the Canadian Fusion
Fuels Technology Project cCFFTPV Ontario
industry can participate in fusion research
and enhance its competitive position by
developing new and improved products and
services. Overlaps between fusion and
other high technology industries oiler
exciting prospects lor technological K&P.

Equally important, universities, scientists,
and students have access to a growing
body o\ knowledge that allows them to
further develop Ontario's technical skills
and capabilities.

No country can aflord to ignore the promise
of an environmentally stable and reliable
energy option. My Ministry continues to
support the efforts of CFFTP and its
commitment to world fusion development.

.•I/to: i: Illhr
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This year's Annual Report of the Canadian
Fusion Fuels Technology Project VCFFTP
highlights the value ol fusion K & D. It
describes cllorts which are international in
scope, and significant in depth.

The Annual Report also underlines the
strong commitment to fusion demonstrated
by CFFTP's associates in industry,
universities, and the scientific community.

By working in partnership with these
groups. CFFTr is pursuing strategies to
transfer technological gains to the private
sector, develop a unique base of Canadian
scientific capability, and encourage young
people to enter an advanced field of
research and development.

The Business of Fusion

World fusion is a dynamic and nourishing
business in its own right. Close to S2 billion
is spent annually on lusion research and
development.

While most c\ this funding comes from
countries with the largest fusion programs -
the European Community, the L'nited
States, lapan. and the USSR- Canada's
contribution, although modest in
comparison, represents a sound investment.

Canadian lusion eflons have a total value of
about S25 million a year including
government funding, industiy joint funding,
and revenues gained from exporting fusion
technology. With this funding. Canada is
securing entry and international
participation in an advanced high
technology field at a fraction ol the
development cost.

Ten Years of Contribution

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project is now entering its tenth year ol
operations. It was established in 1°S2 as
pan ol Canada's National Fusion Program.
Together with its sister project, the Centre
canadien de fusion magnetique iCCFM1

near Montreal. CFFTP is charged with
extending Canadian capabilities in tusion
development.

In the short term. CFFTP's ellorts have
been directed toward providing universities
and industries with the opportunity 10
expand their knowledge and capability in
lusion K & D. Mostly, this has been done
through involvement in CFFTP's scientific
and technical collaboration on major fusion
projects abroad.

In the longer term, these eflorts will reap
broader rewards lor Canada. If fusion is
eventually realized as a viable energy
option. Canada should have the means to
establish a domestic infrastructure, as well
as the proficiency1 to supply major
components of a fusion energy system.

CFFTP Funding

CFFTP funding is provided by three basic
sources:

• base funding, under multi-war
agreements, from the three CFFTP founding
partners- the Federal Government. the
Ontario Government, and Ontario Hydro;
• client funds from revenues received from
fusion projects in the U.S. and Europe lor
services and manufactured hardware: and
• subcontractor funds in the Ibrm o\ in
kind contribution from subcontractors on
development contracts awarded by CI-TTP.

Source of Funds
1987/88-1990/91

• Provincial il3'«.t
• R'di'ral J2.TO
• Onliirio Hydro i20';
• S i i l x o m . In K i n d s l l
• Clii'in nindin.i; (3.i ii

Conlnhuuoii* h\ siuiru
lol.lllod" S-H -I million



More than 7.- per cent of these funds are
used to curry out research, engineering,
and manufacturing activities through
subcontracts to affiliated research centres,
universities, and industry. The balance is
used by HTTP in managing the program,
providing technical direction and linkage to
tlie international community.

Delivering the Benefits

In helping industry to export fusion goods
and services to world programs. CFFTP is
enhancing Canada's competitive position.

Tor example, the Chalk River Laboratories,
operated hy Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited (AECl.\ notes that its work on
fusion fuel and tritium technology has
allowed AKCL to develop broad expertise
that is closely integrated at one site-an
uncommon position in the world.

Other private sector companies-like Spar
Aerospace. E.S. Fox. and E.G. & G.
Labserco Ltd. - view their fusion work as
providing signilicant value. These
companies have listed employment creation,
the development of unique products, and
spinolls from current research as some of
the benefits.

As mentioned earlier. CFFTP is also helping
to develop and htiild an important base of
liision knowledge in Canadian universities.
McMaster University has praised fusion
research (or its ability to strengthen the
technological knowledge of young
scientists.

CFFTF is also delivering benefits to
Ontario's electricity customers through its
relationship with one of its founding
partners. Ontario Hydro.

While some of these benefits will involve a
long term payoff- access to fusion as a
future energy option-CFFTP technology
also has relevance to Hydro facilities and
operations today.

For example, by working with a cross-
section of Canadian suppliers-particularly
in the areas of tritium and remote handling
equipment, and tritium monitors-CFFTP is
helping to maintain an industrial capability
through a strong resource base of domestic
companies. During the past two years, the
value of contracts received by industry
averaged more than S4 million annually.

As well, research being done on the
application of plasma furnace technology to
fusion wastes has potential to further
reduce radioactive effluents at Hydro
nuclear facilities, and demonstrate Hydros
positive commitment to environmental
protection.

The Challengo Ahead

Fusion research will continue to pose
challenges to the international scientific
community. Yet for all the hurdles to be
overcome, substantial progress continues to
be made.

The search for an energy form that is safe,
reliable, environmentally sound,
economically competitive, and can be
shared by nations around the world is no
minor quest. It is a major goal worth
pursuing that merits Canada's commitment
and support.

'A/ i
Don Pttutcvich
Program Manag
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Fusion as an
Energy Source

For about 40 wars now. scientists haw
been exploring the mysteries and the
promise of fusion power.

The first research into fusion in the early
N50s was carried out independentlv-in
the- United Kingdom, the United States, and
the Soviet Union. As the extent of the
fusion challenge became known,
industrialized countries began to collaborate
on fusion research in the late fifties and
early sixties.

That collahoration-in which Canada plays
an important role-continues today and now
includes lapan. the European Community,
as well as the U.S. A.. the Soviet Union,
and many developing countries.

Fusion-The Power of the Universe

Fusion is the energy source ol the sun and
the stars-and the energy process ol'ihe
universe. The sun acts as a giant fusion
reactor that continuously converts hydrogen
10 helium through a series of fusion
reactions. These reactions release the
resulting energy in the form of sunlight.

Fusion can occur in the sun because
tremendous gravitational torces squeeze
and heat its gases to about 15 million
degrees Celsius. The pressure and
temperature working together, compress the
atoms and allow the nuclei to fuse. Since
gravitational torces on Kanh are too weak
to produce fusion reactions, humankind
must create the necessary conditions.

Like fission the process which occurs in a
nuclear power reactor fusion exploits the
conversion between mass and energy that
occurs during nuclear reactions. Vet fusion
is the opposite of fission.

In the fission process, energy is produced
by splitting wry large atoms into smaller
ones.- in lasion. energy is released when
very small atoms are united to lorm larger
ones.

The easiest fusion reaction to achieve is
that between the two isoiopes ol
hvdrogen deuterium and tritium ihc

Deuterium - IHUum Fusion

Deuterium-lritium fusion fcaetioti. At
temperatures over 100 million degrees, nueteiel
deuterium and tritium atoms can he made to
breaeh natural repulsion barriers and fuse
together.

products of which are heliun. and neutrons

t which carry the hulk of the energy
releasedV If the kinetic energy of the
neutrons can be transformed into heat, and
this heal transferred via a heat exchanger
to raise steam to power a generating plant,
the end product will be electricity.

From Theory to Reality

Pespite scientists' knowledge of the fusion
process itself, no one has yet been able to
make fusion power work. That's because
simulating the conditions of the sun is
technically extremely demanding.

In order lor the atomic nuclei to fuse they
must overcome very strong repulsive forces:
at low temperatures, they simply collide
with each other and rebound.

Therefore, the atoms must be heated to
wry high lemperatures-in the order of 100
million degrees Celsius. tAs a point of
comparison, most heat-resistant materials
used in industry' melt below 4.000 degrees
Celsius.1 In such conditions, the nucleus and
electrons separate and exist in the lorm of
an ionized gas known as plasma.

This objective -to fuse atoms-is only the
first step. The fusion process must also be
tamed in order to obtain a worthwhile net
energy output. Fusion scientists have
defined two successive requirements which
must be met lor fusion to be considered a
leasihle energy producer



Fusion as an
Energy Source

The first, known as break-even, marks the
point at which the energy released by
fusion reactions matches the energy' used to
heat the plasma. The second, known as
ignition, is the point at which the fusion
process becomes sell-sustaining, and more
energy is released than was initially put
into the plasma.

Despite the theoretical quality' of these
goals, tangible progress is being made.

Progress Continues

Major facilities in the United States, the
Soviet Union. Europe, and |apan continue
to work toward advances in the
understanding of compression, heating, and
confinement ol plasmas.

These facilities have improved the plasma
parameters by more than five orders o\
magnitude in the past decade. They have
also created a knowledge base which will
enable the design and construction of a
fusion reactor to proceed beyond the
experimental stage to next step fusion
machines, such as the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
jITKRV

Other milestones have also been attained.
For example, temperatures of more than
400 million degrees centigrade haw been
reached at the Princeton fusion laciliiy.
Operations at the loint European Torus
JET1 laciliiy. iti England, haw produced
combined parameters equivalent to SO per
cent ol that required lor break own. and a
factor ol 20 away from ignition.

It is expected that scientific break-even will
be established with the introduction cl
tritium fuel e r a the next two to three
years. Ignition is .'.xpected to take place
within a further 10 years. The actual
operation c( a fusion power demonstration
plant is considered possible by the year

At first glance, the immense scientific effort
and financial investment required to
dewlop fusion may appear questionable.
After all. a fusion reactor would generally
perform the same job as a coal-fired boiler
or fission reactor in today's generating
stations.

Yet. if the potential of fusion is ultimately
realized, there are substantial
environmental and safety' benefits.

Environmental and
Safety Advantages

Unlike fossil fuels, fusion does not release
gases into the atmosphere that contribute to
air pollution, acid rain, and the greenhouse
effect. Fusion reactors will also be powered
by fuels which are abundant.

The first commercial facilities will be fuelled
by deuterium and lithium-to breed tritium.
Both materials are in abundance on the
planet, in the oceans or in ore bodies
JithiumV Conceptual fusion power plant
designs have been established and indicate
sale operating characteristics. This is
because the small amount of high-
temperature gas-plasma-which makes up
the fusion fuel has insufficient heat content
to cause major damage to the plant.

In addition, fusion reactions are difficult to
sustain, so any plant malfunction would
result in a shutdown.

Satety can be assured through designs
that are inherently sale through the
minimization and stringent confinement
of radioactivity in a lusion power plant.
The radioactive elements of an initial
commercial lusion reactor such as tritium -
represent a modest biological hazard, and
are readily contained.

Material activation-which also will occur
due to structural materials absorbing
neutrons created by the lusion process can
he reduced through the use of appropriate
"low activation" materials.



U'uh lUrelullv selected materials, much of
ilk' iadioacnvii\ produced h> illusion
mtkhiik' will i|ualil> as low 10 medium
ieu1! wasie. and will require only modest
•.toiage limes Ivlore delaying to sale levels
and po^lhlc tecule

A Worthwhile Challenge

\ o one woiikl Jem thai the technological
. hallenges presented h lusion development
aie great.

lV'inoi:>Uiiiin>: thai tusion is leasihie
leqimes IM onl\ ihe development ol
s>siem> 10 lOinain and heat the plasma.
Kn also s\sieni> 10 make and handle
tritium, lo IIIKM Inel. 10 keep ilu' plasma
Iree ol impuritie*. to remove w,isie>. 10
^oiiveri ilie eneri^ into useaHe heat, and 10
eikihle e>senual maintenatii.e. repkkemeni.
.iii>l rep.urs

vi. Lhut ram. and
tminvimciiMhiJiunhfiHV. it< it Jeff not ccniributc

ihvt.

Vet. while the research investment is
substantial, so are iht? rewards.

Fusion involves the pursuit ol a luttire
oners)' sonae tJwi is hoih available and
anepiable. Fusion research is worthwhile
Iwause ol lite .i'veloprnem ii has
stimulated. Such development is not
confined to physics and technology alone,
ku includes the training ol voum; scientists
and researchers, unintended spinoll
leclmologies lor non-liision applications,
and indusirial support through ihe
production ol goods and ser\lvs.

CI-TTP's role in LO-orJifiaiing and delivering
these benefits is explored in the lolloping
Images.





Fusion Technology The technical skill and capability Canada
brings to world fusion development arises
from its many years of experience in both
the nuclear and aerospace industries.

It is this experience that the Canadian
Fusion Fuels Technology Project jCFFTP*
has been able to leverage in order to pursue
research, and 10 secure industrial contracts,
in its key areas of expertise-tritium
technology, nuclear safety and design, and
remote handling.

Leveraging Canadian Capabilities

The CANDU nuclear system, developed and
employed in Canada, produces small
amounts of tritium as a by-product-due to
its use of heavy water as a coolant and
moderator.

For Canada the development and operation
of CANDU plants-and because of the
presence ol'tritium-focused considerable
attention on tritium containment,
operational and worker safety, and the
monitoring and understanding of tritium's
relation to the environment and public
safety.

This experience is directly relevant to the
salety-related skills and technologies
necessary lor application to existing and
future fusion technologies.

In addition to this experience, the recently
commissioned Darlington Tritium Removal
Facility -owned and operated by Ontario
Hydro at its Darlington Nuclear Generating
Station-will also oiler important
information for fusion development.

This facility -the largest of its kind in the
world-has been built to enhance nuclear
worker safety by removing tritium vwhich
builds up over time! from the heavy water
used in CANDU plants. Canadian R&D in
tritium extraction technology, and
experience gained in the design and
operation of the Darlington tritium removal
facility will assist in the design of tritium
systems for future liision facilities.

Through contracts with Ontario Hydro.
CFFTP will also be able to offer world fusion
program;,, on behalf of Canada, a reliable
supply of tritium in the amount that will be
required in the near future as a fusion fuel.

A key area of proficiency involves remote
handling. Since CANDU reactors are
designed to operate with on-line fuelling n̂o
shutdown is needed!, the Canadian nuclear
program has developed reliable robotic
systems for this purpose, as well as for
inspection, maintenance, and repair of
nuclear systems.

This experience is further enhanced by
research in the aerospace sector. Canada
has contributed to the U.S. space shuttle
program by developing a remote
manipulator, and is currently anticipating
development of space repair systems tor the
U.S. space station project.

timudit 's impressive rnrck nwrdin rehvks
bah in rlh' iwnvihur indtistr}-und t/w nuilt
indiwry /kts hwwd CFF1T S" inttrihuisrud
/»/iV//c in tiivs-n pnytves. S/iwrr heiv is the
uifiikUt Spua'Arm. designedamidnvLyvd

This valuable track record in robotics has
given CFFTP. working on behalf ol Canada,
an international profile in world fusion
projects.

A Strati gy to Succeed

CFFTP's R&D program has been strongly
oriented to the needs of selected technology
areas in major fusion projects. In applying
its unique skills and experience to niche
technology applications. CFFTP is helping
to secure maximum value for Canada's
fusion investment.

CFFTP's Fusion Systems and Engineering
area Ibcuses on the tritium breeding
blanket, first wall protective materials and
fuel processing systems.
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Blanket studies include the development
and in-reactor testing of lithium ceramic
breeding materials and designs that would
"breed" tritium from lithium within a
blanket surrounding the reactor chamber.

CFFTP's effort focuses on developing a
sphere-pac solid ceramic breeder blanket,
using microspheres ol lithium zirconate as
the breeder material. The Advanced
Ceramics Group at the Chalk River
Laboratories has developed industrial
methods o( producing ceramic grade
powders and of forming 1 -? mm diameter
ceramic spheres. Industrial Ceramics of
Mississaiiga was involved in the production
of ceramic powders.

Nuclear qualification tests, through in-
reactor irradiation experiments, are being
conducted to evaluate tritium production
and release processes in blanket materials.
Non-nuclear qualification tests, such as
thermal conductivity and mechanical
strength, have also been started.

The first wall refers to the material that
forms the inside of the reactor chamber that
contains the hot plasma. Such material will
have to withstand not only the high heat,
but also erosion by the plasma as well as
the intense neutron flux.

First wall research is conducted at the
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace
Studies IUTIASI. It focuses on hydrogen
isotope interactions with the first wall, as
well as the development and testing of
improved first wall protective materials to

Lithium zirconate spheres fabricated at Chalk
Ri\ rr Laboratories and supplied for BEA TR1X-1L
Phase 2.

meet the very demanding performance
requirements of next-step fusion machines.

Through CFFTP support, UT1AS has
recently acquired a unique dual-beam
accelerator. This permits studies of
synergistic effects resulting from the
combined impact by two energetic ion
species such as those found in the fusion

Dual-Beam Accelerator-i'TlAS-torfusion materials research.



plasma. HTTP is also working with

industry such as ALCAN and Ceramics

Kingston, to develop specially doped carbon

fibre composite materials with improved

resistance to plasma erosion.

l-'uel processing systems development

includes liiel storage and handling, plasma

exhaust purification, hydrogen isotope

separation technologies, tritium extraction

from blanket, containment atmosphere

tritium removal, and tritium extraction Irom

water.

CFFTP's approach is to develop processing

systems with improved salety ^specially

low tritium inventory, reduced costs, and

improved reliability. Suitably scaled

prototype constmction and testing,

including tritium testing, is an increasingly

important part of the program.

Key systems being developed include a very

low inventory cryogenic distillation based

hydrogen isotope separation system,

improved gas chromatographic based

hydrogen isotope separation system,

blanket tritium extraction by pressure swing

adsorption, and plasma exhaust purification

by the H1TEX process (High Temperature

Isotope Exchange'.

Under contract to SCK'CEN at Mol,

Belgium. CFFTP is conducting testing at the

Chalk River Laboratories of a special low

inventory electrolysis cell for use in plasma

exhaust purification. This provides valuable

experience in the processing and handling

of very high tritium concentration water.

Fuel processing system design is closely

integrated with system development and

testing. A powerful computer code,

FLOSHEET, has been developed and

successfully applied in the engineering

design and optimization of fuel systems.

The code was originally developed for the

Darlington Tritium Removal Facility and has

been validated through application at

Darlington.

Fusion Systems and
Engineering Highlights
1990-91 Breeder Material Ir.'tnstrial methods of producing ceramic grade powders (LiAlO and

Fabrication Li ZrO \ and of forming I -? mm diameter ceramic spheres have been
developed. Li ZrO spheres have been supplied 10 the BEATRIX-II in-
reactor irradiation experiment, and to several research groups for thermal
conductivity, gas permeability and physico-chemical measurements.

First-Wall Research A unique dual-beam accelerator has been built and successfully
commissioned. It consists of two independently controlled low-energy,
mass-analyzed ion accelerators. It permits studies of synergistic ellects
resulting from the combined impact by two energetic ion species such as
C and H-. ore andev.

Chemical erosion tests over a temperature range ot'500\i to 1000K on
boron and silicon doped carbon carbon composite samples fabricated by
ALCAN showed up to ? times lower erosion compared to the reference
material without doping.

Plasma Exhaust The HITEX vHigh Temperature Isotopic Exchange! conceptual design lor
Impurity Processing plasma impurity processing was developed. Tritium is exchanged out oi'

impurities such as tritiated methane, ammonia and water by swamping
with H and isotopically equilibrating the mixture in a high temperature
reactor. The reactor consists ol a horizontal tube with an axial coiled Pt
metal hotwire operated at a temperature of 117?K. The walls of the
reactor are cooled to near room temperature to minimize permeation.
An experimental loop has been built to lest the concept, initially using
H and deuterated impurities.

Low Tritium Inventory A special low tritium inventory cryogenic distillation column has been
Cryogenic Distillation built and tested lor hydrogen isotope separation. Results showed that.

compared to conventional designs, the new system could reduce tritium
inventory by a factor c\ 5 to 7.

Blanket Tritium A conceptual design based on pressure swing adsorption kPSAi has been
Extraction by PSA developed lor recovering hydrogen isotopes from the ITER solid breeder

helium purge stream. The PSA process is advantageous over the
temperature swing adsorption tT5Ai ITER reference design because it
allows much faster cycling and therefore has significantly lower tritium
inventory, for example, a PSA cycle oi 10 minutes has 48 times less
tritium inventor) than an S hour ISA cycle. Adsorption isotherm data lor
H down to 1 torr have been experimentally obtained. Experiments are
underway to test the concept.

Compact Toroid A collaborative project is underway to demonstrate centre-liielling by the
Fuelling injection of compact toroids KCV. The project is coordinated In CrTTP

and involves the University of California at Davis, the University of
Saskatchewan, and the Tokamak de Varennes. The CT fueller is based on
the Uc-Davis design. It will be built at the University of Saskatchewan
and Lmctionaily tested at the STORM tokamak there. Demonstration -^
disruption free CT hielling to plasma centre will be done at the Tokamak
de Varennes.

o
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LVIII ftv/f/iiV.xv smirc^ics winch haw

ban identified call Icr CffTf'uv

• Maintain a balanced .set ol technology

links with major fusion countries: this will

involve continuing the strong links with

European and American programs,

strengthening links with |apan. and

establishing links with the Soviet Union.

• Provide technology, hardware, and staff

support to the tritium operations of the loint

European Toms JET' in England, the

Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor JFTRi at

Princeton University, to international tritium

labs, to the design of the Next European

Toms iNETi in Germany, and to the design

of the Burning Plasma Experiment <BPXi in

the United States.

• identity the needs and establish

programs to support the decommissioning

and waste management lor fusion facilities

operating with tritium.

• Establish links with programs in inertial

confinement and alternate magnetic

confinement fusion concepts, with a view

to monitoring progress, offering services,

and developing resource capabilities.

• Contribute to the International

Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

JTERl This reactor concept, now nearing

the engineering design stage, is viewed as

the most promising next step reactor, which

would test engineering feasibility of fusion,

and eventually, commercial demonstration.

• Assist the transfer of fusion technology'

to other sectors tor non-fusion applications.

oFacilities Engineering and
Safety Services Highlights
1990-91 Safety Criteria Tritium fuel is a key radiation safety consideration in current

experimental reaaors and in future commercial plants. Canada's
experience with tritium has given it a leadership position in tritium safety,
and therefore, fusion reaaor salety is a logical focal point lor CFI-TP.
Fusion reactor salety is achieved, at th<' design stage, by the application
to stringent sa't'ty criteria, design standards, the use of radiation
compatible materials, and to the greatest extent possible, by the
application ol proven technologies and equipment. The demonstration oi
salety. at the design stage, is provided by analysis and testing. CFFTP
has been active in this area, providing salety support services to
international fusion projects.

Analysis Code Sophisticated computer codes, thai simulate the response oi the plant to
Development equipment failures and accidents, are used to predrci radiological

consequences. The results oi these analyses are used by designers to
optimize their designs, and by safety experts to determine the overall
level of safety achieved.

Radioactivity The confinement o\ tritium fusion fuel to limited areas of a fusion energy
Confinement plant involves the use of high integrity, building and equipment seals.

specialized ventilation systems with isolation provisions, and a
knowledge of tritium behaviour within buildings. Studies have been
funded at the Chalk River Laboratories of Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited on the absorption and desorption of tritium on building surfaces,
and on special air clean-up systems. This experimental program provides
the necessary information to design confinement isolation systems to
safely manage tritium fuel under both normal and abnormal operating
conditions.

Waste Processing In order to reuse and recycle radioactive and expensive tritium. R&li is
sponsored to allow the design of processes to recover tritium from solid
and liquid waste streams, and from machine components. This includes a
program to develop techniques for decontaminating tritiated surfaces.

Fusion Engineering In support of human resource development. FESS sponsored Fusion
Training Basics and Tritium Safety workshops. The workshops covered the

fundamentals of fusion physics, tritium behaviour, and engineering
considerations. This is essential knowledge lor the design integration role
which CFFTP and subcontractor staff play in a number of international
projects.

Remote Handling CFFTP and SPAR Aerospace Ltd. are partners with Commissariat a
L'Energie .\tomique ^"EA1 oJ" France in providing the detailed design oi a
robotic system to perform maintenance tasks inside the Nexi European
Torus fusion device.
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Applications,
Transfer* and
Spinoffs

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Projeci kCFFTP< continues to play a
significant role in developing industrial
capability in fusion technology, and
supporting Canadian competitiveness
abroad.

It pursues these goals using three
key ctpproitches:

• Transferring technology developed in
the laboratory to qualified industries:
• Creating business opporttmities for
industry through marketing of developed
products, services, and custom engineering
systems to international fusion projects:
and
• Identifying and responding to
opportunities to spin oil fusion technology
to non-fusion applications.

Since much o\ Canada's fusion investment
is long term, it is important lor CFFTP to
maximize short term benefits by providing
technological and economic value to
industry'. It does this by adding to industry's
knowledge base, and leveraging funds lor
industry through its role as a unique
marketing agency lor fusion hardware and
services.

Distribution of Funds by Sector
1987/88-1990/91

•Ontario Hydro <20%l
• Industry (31«)
• University (6V
• AECL(21%)

Reserve 1̂ \)
•CFFTP i21V

Total funds distributed lor f s r - W i
amounted to $44.0 million.

Over the years. CFFTP has been successful
in assisting industry' to win engineering,
research, and manul'acturing contracts from
both fusion and non-fusion clients overseas.
Total annual value oi contracts awarded to
industry grew to more than S4 million by
1990. compared to less than SI million in
the mid-80's.

Some important fusion technology
applications, as well as potential spinofis.
are outlined in the following sections.

Technology Applications

Gas Chromatograph Isotope
Separation System

CFFTP continues to work with several
Canadian companies on designing and
manufacturing a hydrogen isotope-
separation system based on gas
chromatograph technology' lor use at the
tritrium laboratory at KtK in Germany.

An Ontario company-E.G. & G. Labserco
Ltd. ol'Oakville-is administering the
oll'shore subcontracts. In its role as the main
design and supply contractor. E.G. ck G.
Labserco are designing the control system
and will assemble and test the complete
system in Canada prior to shipment.

Major components of the system are being
supplied to E.G. & G. Labserco. These
include five uranium beds for tritium
storage designed and constructed by Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited's vAECI.i
Sheridan Park Engineering Laboratories: a
zirconium iron scavenger bed manufactured
by E.S. Fox Limited of Niagara Falls: and
cryogenic vessels and the mainframe
assembly being constructed in Germany by
two local companies. Ontario Hydro played
a design and development support role in
the project. This system resulted from a
development program originally- started in
N83 by CFFTP and carried out by Ontario
Hydro Research Division.

Analytical Gas Chromatograph

An analytical gas chromatography system
has been designed and buili lor ihe |oint
Etiropean Torus JET1 project in England.
This system will analyze gas sireams in the
reactor's Active Gas Handling Systems
(ACiHS1-which, in lurn. processes exhaust

o
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ga.-cs Irom [hi1 |KT lorus and purities and

riv>A's iriiium Ji'iiiiTium tiii'l gases.

Ilk1 w s chromatograph system will

measure consent ration ol gases, including

hi'lium. oxygen, organics. and hydrogen

isotopes, in a number of AGHS process

streams. CFFTPs Canadian contractors on

the project were F..G. & 0. Lahserco and

AKCl.s Chalk River laboratories. The

system was delivered to |KT in February

IM\ lollowing extensive testing.

Tritium Fill Station

A tritium microballoon filling station was

delivered to the I'niversity ol Rochester in

Inne l J O 0 lollowing design, manufacturing,

and testing in Canada. The station Tills

spherical plastic capsules wiih deuterium

tritium gas mixtures at high pressures.

These spheres will he irradiated during

inertial confinement fusion experiments on

the OMICGA high power glass laser at the

university.

CFFTF acted as the prime contractor o! the

iritiiim till station. Uiirdrop iJigineeriiii; of

Mississauga designed the system. High

Vacuum Systems Inc.. also of Mississatiga.

lahriiated and tested the system, and F.S.

Fox built and supplied two uranium beds lor

tritium storage.

Once the University ol Rochester completes

supporting facilities, the station will be

installed and commissioned.

Secondary Enclosure Clean-up System

CFFTP reiently concluded an agreement

with SAI3 Getters I tic ISA lor the joint

development and marketing ol a system

which will detritiate the inert atmosphere of

•glow boxes". vGlove boxes are leaktight

boxes, containing air or inert gases, which

enclose radioactive equipment or samples.

Rubber gloves which penetrate the box

through its plexiglass sides allow

technicians to manipulate the items in the

box. while still being protected from

hazardous substances. However, the

atmosphere within the box does need dean

up and pressure control due to the toxii

materials.1

The final commercial units ol the clean-up

system will be based on a development and

prototype demonstration program which is

underway at Ontario I lydro's Research

Division, under the ioint responsibility ol

Ontario Hydro and CFFTP. The svstem

depends upon a patented SAKS alloy

material doubly contained in a getter bed

built bv F..S. Fox.

and pr<\frtiv twrimcntd/\1caflup

Technology Splnoffs

By developing opportunities to apply fusion

technologies to other sectors c\ the

economy. CFFTP is providing multiple pay

backs on Canada's fusion investment.

Exports of Technology Products
by Industry Sector
1987-1991 <$M)

0.5 87'8S S8'89 89/90 90'91

•Total Exports
• Industry Share

Industry sator nonius tor ;v
exports OUT the last tour yi-ars

ot total

Some Itision technologies oiler opportunities

tor synergy with the alternative energy

sector, the environmental sector, and

aerospace industries. Companies in these
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Material development lor use in hostile

environments haw application lor both

lusion and aerospace research.

Fusion lirst wall materials research deals

with similar challenges to those posed h\

the spate program. This is wh> ihe

I'niwrsiiv ol Toronio Institute lor Aerospace

Studies has taken a leading role in the smJ>

ol fusion plasniu materials interaeiior.>

An Ontario (.onipjnv. t'eraniiis hin.csion. i>

manuldciurin.L; doped graphite lirst wall

material 10 HTTP spetilkations. This

material will he tested h\ the Insntiue. !oi

lu>ion applications and possible appliiaiions

10 ihe >p<ke program.
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The key challenges facing the Canadian
Fusion Fuels Technology Project iCFFTPl in
the years ahead are to continue to optimize
funding, and maintain relevance to
international fusion programs.

To date, CFFTP's acknowledged expertise,
applied strategically to global projects, has
helped secure Canada's profile and
reputation in fusion R & D.

CFFTP has achieved international
recognition as a world leading project in the
field of tritium technology. Technology
represented by CFFTP has been largely
responsible lor Canada's acceptance in
activities related to the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
ilTERV

ITER-ConMfisu> and Co-o>«r«tlon

ITER-an experimental project involving
international collaboration on an
unprecedented scale-is the most advanced
fusion proposal for the next step device.

Representatives from Europe. |apan, the
United States, and the Soviet Union are
working jointly on this reactor project to
further fusion knowledge. Canada is an
active participant as a member of the
European team.

The schedule lor ITER calls for the
panicipants to start detailed design for the

Research and development activities related to
the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor, /TER> mohr scientific collaboration
among countries on an unprecedented scale.
HER is generally regarded as today's most
advancedfusion project.

reactor in 1992, and construction in 1997.
First plasma is expected around 2005.

ITER would produce an ignited plasma-in
other words, fusion power on its own would
maintain the plasma temperature. This
would provide an opportunity to identify
plasma operating conditions that best
optimize performance. In addition, ITER
will demonstrate most major technologies
for a fusion reactor, including large
superconducting magnets, fuel cycle,
maintenance technologies, diagnostics, and
vacuum systems, among others.

International Staff
Attachments

Peter Stangeby

BobSissingh

Cliff Brown

Clive Holloway

Of UTIASi attachment to loint European Torus (]ET1: researching erosion
of reactor limiters.

Spencer Pitcher Formerly of UT1AS: pan-time attachment to Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory ;PPPL): studying the plasma edge on the Tokamak Fusion
Test Reactor jTFTR).

Paul Dinner Of CFFTP: attachment to Next European Torus (NER as Leader-Tritium
Systems.

Dave Murdoch Of Qualprotech: attachment to NET; tritium systems.

Of CFFTP: attachment to TFTR as Head of Tritium Systems.

Otto Kveton Of CFFTP; attachment to European Community International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITERi team (Tritium Systems
Design'.

Sandra Brereton Of CFFTP: attachment to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
assisting in U.S. Fusion Safety Program.

Paul Ballanryne Of Chalk River Laboratories (CRL1: attachment to |ET. Safety Engineer.
Active Gas Handling Croup.

Allan Rolfe Of SPAR Aerospace: attachment to |ET; Remote Handling Applications
Group Leader.

Of Qualprotech: attachment to PPPL: Radiofrequency Engineer.

Of SPAR Aerospace: attachment lo NET: research into reactor remote
maintenance strategies.
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While ITER is expected-lor short periods of
time - to generate as much as 1.000
megawatts of fusion power as heat and
radiation energy, it is not intended to
produce electricity.

CFFTP is actively involved in ITER design
and in research and development. CFFTP
staff attached to the ITER program through
the European team, assisted in several
areas of the design concept, including
safety systems, definition of siting
requirements, integration of reactor
systems, building and site layout, and the
study ol site power supply needs.

As the only ITER participant with direct
utility involvement. Canada can olfera
unique and valuable role to the project.
Through its staff attachments and
associates in Canada. CFFTP can bring
considerable practical experience on the
design ol nuclear facilities to the ITER
tasks.

Responding Globally

While ITF.R is one ol the key fusion projects
CFFTP is involved with, it is not the only
one. More than 20 countries are currently
active in pursuing and developing fusion
technology and CFFTP is working with
mam1 of them to advance lusion knowledge
at significant world projects.

For example, through CFFTF. Canadian
engineers and scientists are working team
members at three ol the world's leading
lusion projects, in addition to ITFR. These
are:

• The loint European Torus JEP in
England, which CFFTP has been associated
with since l°tf-1.

• The Next European Torus 4NEP. ^ next
step fusion reactor project which is the
European counterpart to ITER lor advanced
research and development: and
• The Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
iTFTRi at Princeton University in the
United States, a large operational
experimental fusion reactor. This reactor is
scheduled io experiment with tritium-
burning fusion plasmas in I*??.

International Links-
Domestic Gains

It is through these international efforts that
CFFTP works to promote Canadian industry
and extend Canada's scientific capabilities.

Drawing on the expertise of staff in
associate organizations and partners.
CFFTP identifies opportunities for Canadian
technology to respond to global fusion
challenges.

In contributing to world fusion development
through Canada's strategic knowledge of
tritium technology, materials, robotics,
nuclear safety, design and engineering.
CFFTP is helping to secure a place lor
Canada in the energy world of tomorrow.
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Canada's ability to continue to participate in
leading edge scientific research, in the
.Johal fusion program, and in competitive
bidding tor international technical contracts
depends upon experienced and qualified
people.

Canadian scientists, researchers, and
technicians are essential lor the Canadian
Fusion Fuels Technology Project's iCFFTPi
contribution. They are essential to Canada's
fusion participation now; they are equally
essential to any long-term domestic
development effusion energy in Canada.

CFFTP plays a critical and important role in
developing Canadian human resources for
fusion research. This requires working with
universities and industries to identify, train,
and provide entry level positions for
Canada's young scientists and researchers.
It also requires creating and maintaining
career opportunities in the fusion field.

Working with Universities

CFFTP is working in partnership with
universities to increase awareness of
Canada's role in fusion research and
development.

In doing so. CFFTP hopes 10 enlarge the
pool of people who understand the basic
concepts of fusion power, and who choose
to enter graduate studies on fusion-related
topics, or who join the private sector to
advance fusion research.

CFFTP also makes effective use of summer
students and co-operative program students
in order to provide learning opportunities in
fusion R & D.

Two key initiatives are underway to
increase fusion interest at universities.
These are the Fusion Student Award
program and the Fusion Technology
Fellowship program. Both are sponsored by
CFFTP.

Student Award Program

The Fusion Student Award program is a
new initiative which will recognize
outstanding students involved directly or

indirectly in fusion energy studies. Students
who have demonstrated a high level of
accomplishment will be eligible for the
award.

Three awards will be granted annually;
each with a value of S1.000. Two of these
awards will be related to studies in the
fusion field; the third will be granted for
studies in science or engineering indirectly
related to fusion.

Fusion Technology Fellowships

The Fusion Technology Fellowship program
supports graduate studies and research in
fusion technology for individuals pursuing a
Masters or ^octorate degree program at
universities in Canada or abroad. A stipend
of up to $10,000 per year, plus tuition, is
offered to successful candidates. The
Fellowship is renewable annually subject to
achievement.

This program seeks to unite university
research with established fusion R & D
projects through jointly sponsored research
and assignments.

Potential sites for such assignments, which
would span three to four months, include
Atomic Energy of Canada's Chalk River
Laboratories. Ontario Hydro's Research
Division. Centre canadien de fusion
magnetique. selected industries, national
laboratories, universities at home and
abroad, and foreign fusion projects.

Partnership with Industry

To assist Canadian companies in obtaining
international contracts, CFFTP needs to
ensure a level of expertise within industry
that is competitive and can be applied
strategically.

To help maintain and create career
opportunities, CFFTP works with industry
to develop entry level positions related to
fusion research. It also encourages
international attachments-spanning from a
few weeks to several years-for both its
own staff and subcontractors' staff.



Estimated Person Years of
Skill Development
1987-1991

87/88 88/89 89/90 90'9l

The estimated equivalent person
years ol skill development is based
on expenditures ol SI I0K per
person in W90 J l .

Profile-Bill Morison

A pioneer of Canada's nuclear industry-
W.G. vBilli Morison retired from Ontario
Hydro at the end oflanuary 1991.

Respected and honoured for his dedication
to engineering excellence. Bill spent more
than 41 years with Ontario Hydro-the
last eight as Vice-President of Hydro's
imcrnationally-renown Design and
Construction Branch.

In this position, he also oversaw Hydro's
participation in and contribution to fusion
research, and was a member of the
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology'
Project's ^CFFTPl Steering Committee.

Through his long career with Ontario
Hydro, which included a 12-year
attachment to Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited. Bill worked on a broad range of
projects involving innovative
developments in the energy Held.

Bill's significant research and knowledge
was instrumental to the early
development of nuclear power in Canada.
As chief design engineer of Canada's first
commercial nuclear power station-
Pickering nuclear generating station-Bill
also was responsible for several design
innovations related to safety, heavy water
containment, maintenance, and

Bill Morison ilcft\ founderql 'CFFTP with Don
Dautovich. Program Manager CF/TP.

construction practices. Notable among
these was the introduction of a vacuum
containment system.

Bill's career coincided with the growth of
nuclear technology within Canada. His
solutions to engineering problems have
been well documented in about 90 papers,
reports, and publications.

While he has retired from Hydro. Bill has
not retired from contributing to Canada's
future energy challenges. He has
established his own business, and will be
assisting CFFTP in future on fusion
research and development.

Profile-Fellowship Student

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project's (CFFTP) first fellowship student
is 23-year-old Michael A. Graf.

While obtaining a Bachelor of Science
degree from the University of Toronto's
Engineering Science program. Michael
specialized in nuclear and thermal power
studies.

He is now in the Department of Nuclear
Engineering at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology1 (MITi studying
toward a Doctorate degree.

While at MIT. Michael is responsible for
the laser impurity injector project which
will be capable of introducing controlled
amounts of impurity atoms into the
plasma for use in making both local edge
plasma measurements as well as global
particle confinement time measurements.
Michael will also be working on the

Michael Graf. CFFTP s First Fellowship
Student specializes in nuclear and thermal
power studies at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology:

development of a spectrometer to be used
for impurity line radiation analysis.

Michael is interested in the engineering
aspects of fusion technology-a
challenging field with problems that must
be addressed if practical fusion energy is
to become a realitv.
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Management's Responsibility for the Financial Raport

The accompanying financial statements of
CFFTP are the responsibility of the
management of the Project. They have
been prepared in accordance with the
requirements laid down in the Second Term
Agreement between Ontario Hydro and
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, and
between Ontario Hydro and the Ontario
Ministry of Industry. Trade and Technology'.
All costs incurred in the year have been
accurately recorded in the accounts as they
apply to particular projects, or allocated to
all projects in a systematic and rational
manner. We are satisfied that the financial
statements have been properly prepared
within reasonable limits of materiality.

The operations of CFFTP are controlled by
the Ontario Hydro Management System. As
members of management of the Project, we
believe that the Project and Ontario Hydro
have systems of internal control adequate to

permit the preparation of accurate
statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles and those
specified in the Second Term Agreement.

The financial statements have been
examined by Ernst & Young, independent
external auditors, in order to ensure that the
statements present fairly the costs of the
Project. The scope of their examination and
opinion are outlined in the auditor's report.

D.P. Dautovich
Program Manager

B.C. Yeung &
Manager. Finance and Operations

The Canadian Fusion Fuels
Technology Project
[Second Term Agreements]
Ahirdl Jl. I Pi'l

Auditors' Report

To Atomic Energy' of Canada Limited, the Ministry of Industry'. Trade and Technology
(Province of Ontario) and Ontario Hydro

We have audited the statements of net
project expenditures, accumulated net
expenditures and contributions by
participants and changes in financial
resources of The Canadian Fusion Fuels
Technology Project (Second Term
Agreements' for the year ended March 31.
1991. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Project's management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on our
audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with
generally accepted auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and
perform an audit to obtain reasonable
assurance whether the financial statements
are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. An
audit also includes assessing the accounting

principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall financial statement
presentation.

In our opinion, these financial statements
present fairly, in all material respects, the
net expenditures of the Project,
accumulated net expenditures and
contributions by participants and changes in
financial resources for the year ended
March 31. 1991 in accordance with the
provisions of the Second Term Agreements
of The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology
Project and significant interpretations
thereof as described in the notes to the
financial statements.

Toronto. Canada.
Mav24. 1991.

Chartered Accountants



Economic R»vl«w Sourc* el Funds Distribution by Sector

• Panner Funding

• Clienl Funding

• Subcontractor In-Kind Contributions

The total source of funds, which includes
the sum of partner funding, client funding,
and subcontractor in-kind contributions for
the fiscal year 1990/91 reached $12.9
million, down from $13.4 million in
1989/90.

The 1990/91 partner funding for the
Project's net expenditures was S7.9 million,
an increase of SI .9 million over last year
representing increased support from the
Federal Government. The increase in
partner funding offsets pan of the decrease
in client fiinding in fusion programs
overseas. Total client funding for 1990/91
amounted to $3.7 million, of which $1.2
million flowed directly to associated
companies without passing through CFFTP
accounts. These contracts were developed
with the help of CFFTP representation and
assistance.

The 1990/91 subcontractor in-kind
contribution was $1.3 million. These
contributions are provided on specific
contraas. usually in the form of discounted
billing, uncharged time or costs related to
the contracts. Subcontractor in-kind
contributions are an indicator of
subcontractor interest in and support for the
Project's technical activities.

CFFTP works in conjunction with several
Canadian resource sectors. The distribution
of partner and total client funds by sector
shows contract and related expenditures
which totalled $11.0 million in 1990/91.
Subcontractor in-kind contributions are not
included since they are contributed by the
subcontractors themselves, and as such, do
not represent an inflow to them. e



Statement of M»t Project Expenditures
Year ended March 51

REVENUE
Partners' contributions

Client funding* ,««•_' ,*"
fusion projects
business opportunities
Royalties

1991
$

7,924,982

1,217.158
1,259,065

10,177

2,486.400

10.411,382

1990
S

6.P27.38P

1.4J7.O33
2.423.054

4.400

3.924.487

10.551.87?

EXPENDITURES, note 3, i>'
Technical Contracts
Fusion systems and engineering
Blanket and first wati systems
Fusion fuels systems
Alternate concepts
Facility engineering and safety services
Safety and environment
Facility systems
Layout and maintenance

Technology applications
Services
Business opportunities
Technology transfer and planning

1,391,565
1,953,013

66,269

592,634
537,114
688,572

717,185
1.143,729

83,695

1.334.340
1.631.495

54.78?

682.250
349.540
688.27°

I.572.054

7,173,776 7.2C».10e>

Project management and administration
Technical and management salaries
Project support, silt' and services
Publications and communications
Travel, general and audit expenses

1,637,179
737,441
132,395
292.820

1.353.^00
831.900
125.400
279.077

RESERVE FUND,/M<'.5>

Excess of revenue over expenditures
and reserve fund for the year

2,799,835

9,973,611

390,800

46,971

2.510.?77

9.7»a.383

117.000

635.4<V

* Client funding in the stdtitncni JLYS net include chent hinds that flweddtnTtty into ti&wiatedcompanies, and
suth\vitW(L>r intind^oninbiitions ^oies 2J> and gx In 199!. the amounts reported tc us nvre Si. J million, 199S SJ J
mtfftivr ,WtfiAfti/" tind SI.3 million, / J A 1 SJ s nullmn* r?$pt'cti\vt\: Total value of work performed tor lt>9l. includi/it;
expenditures tor the war and these amount*, was Si--9 million 11990 S!.~ 4 million tutiauditcd*'

Stv ihav/ipam ing ziotty

77/i • i 'uihtJuin Fiaucn fuels

[Stvsmf Jinn A^nrrttt''tr>\



Statamant of Accumulated Nat Expenditures
and Contributions by Participants
Year aided March J!

Accumulated as at Match 31,1990
Atomic Energy oi Canada Limited
Province ol Ontario
Ontario Hvdro

Total

Current year amounts
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Province of Ontario
Ontario Hvdro

Total

Accumulated as at Match 31,1991
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Province of Ontario
Ontario Hvdro

Total

Net
expenditures

S

P.52P.285
3.421.P44
p.52>>.285

16,480.219

3.44^.060
2.214.475
2.214.476

7,878,011

4.478.345
5.636.124
8.743.761

24.358,230

Contributions
S

p.frSO.OOO
3.558.186
e.080.000

16.918.186

3.612.500
1 .444.482
2.312.500

7,924.982

1O.2J2.5OO
5.558. le-S
8.492.500

24,843,168

Net excess
expenditures/

(contributions)
S

,150.715'
,136.5371
,150.7151

(437,967)

,163.4401
214.443
^8.0241

(46,971)

,314.155'
77. a5b

,248.73^1

(484,938)

Statamant of Changes In Financial Resources
Vcar ended March 31

1991
S

1990
s

FINANCIAL RESOURCES PROVIDED BY (USED IN)
Fusion Research & Development Activities

Sources
Partners' contributions
Client funding-fusion projects

Uses
Technical contracts expenditures-fiision
Project management and administration

7,924,982
1,217,158

6.627.386
1.447.033

(6,030,047) i5.p3e.152'
(2,799,835) ,2.540.277'

Increase (decrease) in financial resources
during the year 312,258 ,102.0101

Business Opportunities Activities
Sources

Client funding-business opportunities
Royalties

Uses
Technical contracts expenditures

1,259,065
10,177

2.423.054
4.400

(1,143,729) ,1.572.454'

Increase in financial resources during the year

Reserve Fund expenditures

Financial resources, beginning of year

Financial resources, end of year

125,513

(6,975)

554,967

985,763

854.500

-

,147.523'

554.467

FINANCIAL RESOURCES ARE COMPRISED OF
Receivable from ,payable to' Ontario Hydro to cover

over ,undefl contributions from partners
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Province of Ontario
Ontario Hvdro

314,155
(77.956)
248,739

150.715
136.537
150.715

Reserve Fund
Total

484,938
500,825

985,763

437.467

117.000

554.467



1. Purpose of U M Project

The Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project jhe "Project"! was formed undera
Comprehensive Agreement in 1983 ithe "First Term Agreement"! to develop expertise in
tritium-related technology and robotics lor the development of fusion powered systems. The
First Term Agreement terminated on March 31. 1987. A Second Term Agreement which
covers the period from April l. 1987 to March 31. 1992 was signed during 1987 by Ontario
Hydro and Atomic Energy of Canada Limited 4"AECL"1 ieach of which agreed to fund 50%
of the net project expenditures for this period!.

During 1989. the Province of Ontario Represented by the Ministry of Industry'. Trade and
Technology! and Ontario Hydro signed an additional Second Term Agreement which covers
the period from September 1, 1988 to March 31. 1993. The agreement reflects a
commitment by the Province of Ontario to match the contributions of the other partners up to
a prescribed limit of $9.4 million.

Ontario Hydro is committed to provide the Project with SI 1 million under the Second Term
Agreement. AECL is committed to provide the Project with $11 million under the Second
Term Agreement plus additional funding of $3.5 million for the period from September 1.
1990 to March 31. 1992 from the Department of Energy. Mines and Resources through the
Panel on Energy Research and Development.

The net effect of the two Second Term agreements is that beginning September 1. 1990
AECL began funding 50% of the net project expenditures while Ontario Hydro and the
Province of Ontario began funding 25ft each.

Ontario Hydro is responsible for the management of the Project and. in this regard, is
authorized to enter into agreements with outside parties to provide the necessary1 engineering
and administrative services to fulfill the mandate of the Project.

M,mh.-i. ;;W

2. Significant Account ing PoHclas

The following significant accounting policies have been approved by the Project's Steering
Committee lor purposes of accounting for the Second Term Agreements:
tal Contributions by partners are recorded by Ontario Hydro on behalf of the Project as they
are due, according to the terms of the operating agreements.

(b) Client funding represents expenditure reimbursements and revenue. Reimbursements
and revenue are recognized on the accrual basis at year end. where there is reasonable
expectation of future receipt.

ic) Expenditures are recorded using the accrual basis of accounting at year end. Costs
include shared branch and divisional expenses, following Ontario Hydro's standard
accounting practices and procedures, with the exception of the application of the standard
corporate overhead charge, which has been waived for this Project.

(d) Consistent with the Project's stated goal to provide benefits to its participants in the
short-term and to elevate Canada's overall level of technology', fusion-related business
opportunities are actively pursued in order to expand the volume of work available to
participants and generate additional revenue. Thus a reserve fund has been established to
record the excess of revenue over expenditures from related business contracts.

(e) Any interest earned on funds advanced by the partners to Ontario Hydro in excess of
net Project expenditures is not credited to the Project, nor is interest charged on funds
provided by Ontario Hydro for expenditures in excess of advances.

(f) Client funding flowing directly to associated companies represents revenue received
directly by associated companies as a result of CFFTP representation and assistance. These
revenues are not included in CFFTP's income but represent an increase in value of work
created by CFFTP.

lg) Subcontractor-in-kind contributions are provided by CFFTP subcontractors on specific
contracts, usually in the form of discounted billings, uncharged time or costs related to the
contracts. They are not included in CFFTP's income but represent an increase in value of
work created bv CFFTP.



3. IMatad Party Transactions

The project subcontracted certain work to both AECL and Ontario Hydro
during the year as follows:

Payments to AECL by CFFTP
Payments to AECL directly by fusion clients

^1990-unauditedl

Total to AECL

Payments to Ontario Hydro by CFFTP
Payments to Ontario Hydro directly by fusion clients

il>WO-unaudited!

Total to Ontario Hydro

4. Payments to Industry and Universities

Payments to Industry by CFFTP
Payments to industry directly by fusion clients

(1990-unaudited)

Total to Industry

Payments to Universities by CFFTP

1991
$

2,040,049

7,800

2,047,849

1,828,234

1,828,234

1991

s
2,775,853

1,147,000

3,922,853

544,357

1990
$

2,109.697

714.000

2,823.697

1.451.074

148.000

1.599.074

1990
$

3,136.714

1.321,000

4.457.714

544.207

o

5. Rasarva Fund

A provision of $390,800. which approximates the excess of revenue over expenditures from
related business contracts was added to the Reserve Fund in 1991. The closing balance of
the Reserve Fund as at March 31. 1991 is $500,825.

6. Comparative Figures

Certain of the 1990 comparative figures have been reclassifled to conform to the preset Liation
adopted in the current year.



Fusion research, as undertaken by the
Canadian Kusion Fuels Technology Project

VCFFTH oilers important advantages in
hoth the short and long term.

By workint: with industry and universities.
CFFTP is helping to develop Canada's
scientific capabilities today, and the
exporting ol Canadian goods and services
abroad. Over the long term, fusion holds
promise as an exciting energy option.

The mandate ol'CFFTP's Communications
Program is to inform key audiences of these
advantages, increase awareness ol' fusion
research in general, and track CFFTP's
achievements and benefits. These
audiences include the Canadian and Ontario
Governments, the international community,
industry and the scientific community, and
the general public.

Of particular importance is CFFTP's
involvement and partnership with
educational facilities.

In promoting fusion research as a future
career alternative lor students. CFFTP is
working to ensure the availability of
qualified human resources over the long
term. It is also lettering an awareness
among young Canadians of fusion power as
a potential future energy option, which
could address important environmental
concerns.

Other areas of prime interest include
disseminating information on technological
advances in fusion energy, promoting
industrial participation, and capitalizing on
the benefits of fusion research.

ihvf; ciml i\vnmunicatiiVL< media
currcmly tnmkbk'fKm CFFTP incluJc:
CFFTP Journal

A technical newsletter, published three
times a year, the CFFTP lournal provides
information on research and development
directions, international liaisons, and
CFFTP project initiatives.

CFFTP Annual Report

A yearly review of CFFTP activities,
achievements, and financial results.

CFFTP Brochures

General Information
Provides overview of CFFTP.

Services & Products
Provides detail on services and products
ollered by CFFTP and clients.

Laboratory Capabilities
Provides information on laboratories
associated with CFFTP.

Product Bulletins
Specification sheets on products co-funded
by CFFTP.

CFFTP Technical Reports
and Conference Papers
Reports on CFFTP research and
development projects, and papers delivered
by CFFTP stall'and associates at fusion and
nuclear conferences-this material is
intended for scientists and engineers
working in fusion and fusion-related fields
and technologies. A complete listing is
lound on page J3 .

CFFTP Vldao

"A Canadian Fusion Energy Initiative"
An overview of CFFTP's involvement in
fusion research and its associations with
industrial and scientific communities.



CFFTP Technical
Reports and
Conference Papers

Alternate Fusion Concepts: Status Jk Plan*
P Gierszewski. A A Harms. SB. Nickerson. October W'V. 9009

HanketsTritium Behaviour in Caramle Bri
[Paper presented at the International S<:bcjl el Plasma Physics. Piero takiiorola. Varennj r-lrSepl 1°8^:
i"EC paper no I2.M0 EN: AECL paper no. 10042). |. Miller. 0. Bonizzoni & E. Sindoni. eds. May 1^0. 9010

Alternative ConHnamant System for NET/ITEK Mankat Handling: Final Report
.Uarclt <JJ0. 9012

Oautarium Parmaatlan • Diffusion In Man Purity Beryllium
(Preprint ot paper |r. ol Nucl. Materials. 175 v l J Joi J0- J 5 | . E. Ahramov. M.P. Kiehm. PA. Thompson.
U'lV Srnellzer. .May ]J>V. 9013

ITEM Fual Cycla Systams layout Concaptual Daslgn. Rav. 2.0
IITER documenl no. ITER IL FC :.4O 8] 0 Kveion. i". Harness. 11. Bmnnader. P. limner. A. Epilanov. ec al
iXiotvr i J J t \ 9015

Ffcm • Fluanea Oaaanaanca of M + Traasins H I Graphite
Irreprim ol paper Ir \ucl. Materials. ITeS 177 J'«0> J J ; >>'"1. I \V Davis. A.A. llaasz. LVS. Walsh
taemher l-"0. 9022

Nuclaar Tachnoloey
[Nuclear Fusion. ?C. ° ,1OJ0> WO?- W!7| o.E. Shatalov. M. Ahdou. P.|. Dinner. H liJa. November loo0.
9023

Magnatic Conflnamant. Section 3: Tha Vacuum System
[Nuclear Fusion 30. ° vlJ°o» ii*17 !So21. P. KomareK. LA". Baker. GO. Filaiov. S Shimamoto. P. Pinner.
November WW 9024

ITEB Isatopa Saparatkm System Concaptual Daslan Dascrlptlan: A I M Casa.
•av . 1.0
|1TER Jocumeni no. II.-FC 0 1 0 ?2\ A Husi.dn. S.K SooJ. O.K. Kunon. R.H. Sherman. I.L AnJerson.
L.I Uittenbers Inly |J>V. 9026

ITER Isotopa Saparatkm System Concaptual Daslan DascriatJon. Rev. 2.0
I1TF.R Jocument no. ILFi."-J 2 0 li*l A Busi.cin. S.K. Sood. 0 K. Kveion. R.M. Sherman. 1.1.. Anderson
[line l J J 0 . 9027

ITER Isotope Separation System Alternative Distributee1 ISS Daslan Study. Rev. O.
[ITF.R document no . 1L FL ^.2 0 51J. A. Busi.nin. S K Sood . 0 K Ku-ion . KM S h e r m a n . I I . . Anderson .
Sep tember l O J o . 9 0 2 8

ITER Fual Cleanup System Concaptual Design Description
[ITER document no ll.-FV 7 ,\-c ']. R.s. Willms. A Btisisin. S.K. Sood. K M halyanam. B. 1'ean
Aujnist 1JJ0. 9 0 2 9

Fual Cycle ReD For ITER: A summery of Objectives * Currant Status
IFusion Erg & lVsign ]2 |1^0[ ;S7-;J1]. P.|. Pinner, lanuan. I^V\ 903?

Study of Erosion * K-Racyclennvantory of CarbonfOrapMte
A.A Haasz. |.W. Davis Apnl l J J 0 9034

Search for Neutron Emission Induced by Thermal Cycling of Metal Deuterides
[Paper submitted to II Nuovo Cimento. Italian Physical Society September 1J8J) N p Kherani.
UT Shma>da. A.B. Antoniazzi April I JA\ 9036

ChoraicaHy Enhanced Saff-SpuMaring of Carbon
[Preprint ot paper intended tor publication in a journal or proa-edinj;. Appl Ph\s Lett 57 , N V - \o \ ! J^c\
pp i ' ' r r - i j r r | . |.iv. mils, .v.-v Haasz. Ala> i-"0 9037

Erosion ft Hydrogen Retention of Graphite for First WaN U— In Fusion Reactors
A A Haasz. |.w. Davis, lune l J J 0 9040



CFFTP Technical
Reports and
Conference Papers

Impurity Transport at the Plasma Edga

[Invited paper to °th Int Cont. on Plasma SurvaLe Interactions in Controlled Fusion Devices. 20-2? May

I-MO. Bournemouth. L'.K.: lr. ol'Nm.1 Materials I 7 c & 177 ; W " 51 c4|. PC Stancehy lune l J J 0 9041

Magnitude a Direction of Forces on Impurttias Naar a Dlvertor Plato.

An Exploratory Investigation

(Invited paper 10 ihe Satellite Workshop ot the J th Int! Conf. on Plasma Surlace Interactions 'Kelevarke.
Kadialion « Stability ota Cold Layer at the Plasma Edge lor fusion Keactors1 28-30 May l d d o. Cadarache.
Frame]. PC. Stanei'by. lune 1^0. 9042

Chemical Erosion of Sintered Boron Carbide Due to H + Impact

[Keprint ol paper |r o l \ u d . Maienals. 175 J>"0> 117 I2O|. I.IV. Davis. A.A. Maasz lime |Joo 9043

Corrosion ol Carbon Steel In Aqueous Lithium Hydroxide Under a Hydrogen

Blanks!

(Preprint Ola paper sultinitled to Corrosion: Corrosion 4c. 12 JOJ0> 1002-i00c|. I.W uraydon. 1IW Kirk

March 1 J « . 9045

Corrosion of Nickel * Stainless Steels hi Concentrated Lithium Hydroxide

Solutions

[Preprint ot a paper submitted lo Corrosion: Corrosion 4c. 12 y\
MC' 1021 I028J 1 w. Gra>don. P w Kjrk.

lune l ° °0 9046

Fusion Solid-Breeder Radiation Experience at CRNL

IAF.CI. rcpon no. AECI. 1O22S: paper snhmilled lo CNA meetini; lune l - "0 | K A \errall. I..M Miller

Thermal Oesoratlon of Deuterium from PotycrystaHine Nickel Ffe-tmplaated

with He Mum

(Paper presL-nled tor puhlkalion |r ol Nucl Materials l f C J O J l p S Shi. V. Abramo\. I1 A Thompson,

u U' Smeli/er |ul> l ' " 0 9051

Radtoiysls of the Aeueous LHMum SaH Manket

[.Mxl. paper no 102cd. Presented at Canadian NIKlear Soael\ Conteretwe. Toronto. Itiue W d0| A 1 [llliot.

M V Chemer [Wemher l ' " 0 9054

Comparison of MgM Versus Flexible Confinement Systems for NET/ITER Blanket

|UarJrop report no ' V t<004 04 00| I Sinn.Cfr Aui;ust N-JO 9055

Synerglstic Effects Between He Hum • Deuterium on Gas Detrapplng In

PolycryttalHne Nickel

(Paper submitted to the Journal ot NuJear Matenalsl Y. Abramo\. S Shi. P A Thompson. \v u Sntelt/er

September I>"V. 9057

Subsonic ft Supersonic Divertor Solutions

[Hepnnl ol paper submitted to Plasma I'tnsiiConirolled lusionj PC SlatyeK i.\tober ! d i V 9060

ITER: TVPS Remota Handling Critical Design Issues: Final

[Uardrop rcpon no >V ^ L \ M 05 vVJ f. Stringer St'ptemhcr ! °^0 9061

In-SKu Tritium Recovery From U20 Irradiated in Fast Neutron Flux -

BCATRJX-II Initial Results

IKepnnl ol paper presented at the 4th Topkal Meetint: on '!i\hnoloj^\ ol Fusion Kneri^.. Oak Brook. 11..
CM 7 11. l - " 0 | T Kurasawa. 0 I1 Slack1 0 U Hollenbert;. K A \errali Oaoher i - "0 9065

ITER Hydrogen Isotope Separation System Conceptual Design Description

|! usion Lne. x IVsi.cn '.." ,1- ' 'V 7" ?J] A Pusi.cir.. S K Sood. 0 K Kveton.PI Pinner. 1'K Murdoch.

P l.eccr \o\ember !->-V 9074

Tritium Recovery From Lithium Zlrconate Spheres

|Pn>cr.u\l at the J|h Topual Meelinc on ihe k^hnoloo ol Fusion l.ner.o OdkhroA. Ill Oaoher :-J>V|
! \ l Milier <K ivkua PS Uaavi'.aid K \ \er:a!i Caoher :- 'J0 9078



Measurement of the Thermal Properties of Electrically Conducting Liquids by
the Anodic-Coated Transient Hot-Wire Technique
[r.i|Y: pri"-ink\l ai ilk- ! Jill ruropuin lonl on Thi-rmoplnskal I'ropi'rik's. \ n-ruia. Austria,
rvpi -i _>. :-''VK' Wane. K i' l'ra>ail 11 S Wn.in Si'pii'mivr i iKv 9079

Energy Research in the 9O's for Long Term Supply Options
[\ok-> Irom a priM'nlauon lo (hi- -1th MiMastfr lm\t'rsir\ Niuk'dr Sik'iki- i i iinpncerini: Symposium.
iMolvr :-'>V. MiMaskr I rmrrsilv ll.iiiiihc<n| N IV Marki-ltos OUOIHT W"0 9081

In-Vessel Vehicle System For Remote Maintenance of Torus Interior
llVprint ol paper pri'si'Mli'ii JI ilk' UMIS Son UIIIILTCIIII- l̂ 1!.1) 11 [oitt-s. M. I !i-im. IVcomhLT hKl0 9085

ITER Fuel Cycle Systems Cost Estimation Review. Rev. 1.0
IITI.K JtMink'in Hi' IIl:K II. I f 2.-' ̂  7h| LVK Kvi'tori Vivmlvi l-'^'i1 9091

ITER Fuel Cycle Systems Energy Requirements. Rev. 0.0
lli'nin.' ITKK II. IV J .M i1 47J O.KL K\t'Ml. Vwmlvr h'^i1 9092

Some PossibiHtles For Measuring Local Plasma Parameters in the Edge Plasma
by Impurity Injection
llVpriin ol a l.i'lli-r u> ilk' I-IJiiiTl t\~. Surt3i'h>. I I' I:IJIT 1'tM'mlvr l-'-'O. 9094

Power Balance during Carbon Blooms in TFTR Discharges
J[\ipiT suhmitli'J lo tin1 Sali'llili' Workshop ol [IK1 vllh [nil (.'out on Plasma Surlan1 Ink'raaions. ii'iitk1

PI lujcs \ikliaia's ijc tadarilic tiroupL1 Jf KOLIUTLIV JC [Assoiiaruin Kuratom K'i..\ sur la Kusion.
\1a> l'l'V\ I'asrk-ol LaJarat hi1. Irailn'l i S. I'llilvr. i. 1' hush, .s I Kilpalriik. P M. Marios. S .s .\li'illi'>.
A I liimsvv | Sihivi'llaiulMrlriikson Ma> l'kV. 9099

Power a> Particle Balance During Neutral Beam Injection in TFTR
IJ'.ipi-r Mihnntk'J [o ihi1 illh mil I'onl on I'lasma Surlan- liik'raiMon> m liiMon IVvin-s. Uoumi'iiioiuh
liili'rnauonaki'rilri'. I K.|t.S l'luhi'!.K\ KuJm. h W. Hill. S I Kilpalrkk. [> M Mjik*. S.S. Mi\ik-y
\ I liinisi'v luK l'"'i ' 90100

Remote Maintenance of NET Torus Vacuum Pumping System
[rri-prmi ol ap.ipi'r iruonJi'il lor pul'lk.ilioii in a loumalor pronviiincsj Oolohi-r h'^'i1 C. llollo\va>.
| Slnn -̂r G-9062.

Remote Maintenance of NET Cryogenic Pipe Connectors
ll'ri'pnni ol a papi-r inii'riili'J lor pnNkauoii in a lournal or pronTjirk>| Oilolvr l' l iV Lh IWrk's. I. i..imil'.
i llollowai. II KalhiJi-r. \1 Si'lic. I' Sum K VIIIJIJ C-9063.

Assembly of the NET Machine
[I'ri'prinr ol a papi'r inu-ikli'd lor puNiidUon in a lournal or prOn'i'Jmcsl Oilolvr h>ili\ I UiSii. L llollovva\.
I' Maisonnii'r. <.'. Mala\aM. I: Salpu'lro. I: \illala. i. 1.I11.1. I Oky/ii C-9064.

Key Processes * Input Parameters for Environmental Tritium Models
ll'ri'prinl ol papi-r pn-si'iili'd al Ilk' k-lh SOII lonk-ri'iin'. .vpti-mlvr i'^VI St'pk'illK'r ] t l lV. (.'. htilllk-nhorj:.
M laMhmr. i. 1 Ocram G-9080.

Dosimetry of Skin-Contact Exposure to Tritium Gas Contaminated Surfaces
IViimlvr !>>'V \ l Li'cari' G-9098.

Field Evaluation of Passive HTO-ln-Air Samplers at Chalk River Laboratories
| \ U I ri'ivn no Al.il :i\-?.-| \ur.h l-'-M Ml UooJ G-9117.



CFFTP Technical
Reports and
Conference Papers

CFFTP Presentations

o

Gierszewskt, P.J.
V. '[ororno F.rijyneermj: Sin-na- Option Talk. Pa-semaiion on Fusion iFFTF. 02 28 "-M

Blevins, J.
Fusion KiskS Si'iiniur. ra'seuiation on Faalines Uyoui. 11 27 ^0

Giersxewski, P.J.
Fusion Husks Semiiidr. Presentation on Fusion First Wall and Blanket. 11 27 wl0

Stasko, R.

I'mversii} of Toronto. f'resL'ntanon on [-tfrkiarneritalsof (-usk>(i. O-1 J5 VV
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